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Abstract

More than 13 years the electric propulsion subsystems with stationary plasma thrusters (SPT)
have been used on geostationary communication satellites developed by NPO PM. Sixty eight
SPT-70 and SPT-100 thrusters have been under flight operation on spacecrafts like
"KOSMOS", "LOUTCH", "GALS", "EXPRESS". When "GALS" spacecraft was launched
the new stage of SPT application began. For the first time in the world SPT is applied for North-
South stationkeeping. During the missions the great volume of the data has been taken
concerning the operation of the propulsion subsystems with SPT and SPT influence on the work
of other subsystems. This article contains the materials about application of electric propulsion
subsystems with SPT on the spacecrafts developed by NPO PM.

Since 1982 electric propulsion subsystems with stationary plasma thrusters (SPT) ha\e
found wide use in East-West stationkeeping for geostationary communication satellites
developed by NPO PM. By September 1995 such propulsion subsystems (PS) had been
operating on 13 "KOSMOS" and "LOUTCH" communication spacecrafts (SC). 52 SPT have
been under flight operation.

Technical characteristics of these PS are:
- total impulse - 150 kN*s;3 - thrust of a thruster - 40 mN;
- power consumption - 790 W.
- lifetime - 750 h;
- propellant - xenon.

The SPT-70 have been used in the propulsion subsystem. PS is developed by OKB "Fakel'
in accordance with NPO PM specifications. East-West stationkeeping of these SC could be
performed with the use of the traditional PS (like on "GORIZONT", "EKRAN" and other
geostationary SC).

The decision to use SPT-70 was taken in accordance with future perspectives of usage in
North-South stationkeeping within long-term lifetime. This is the case when SPT takes the
most advantage over the liquid thruster.

SC is positioned to the orbital slot from the point of injection (Long 90 0 E). SC initial
movement in the direction of the orbital slot is provided by corresponding orbita; paramete;s
This orbit is realized after the apogee switching of the launching vehicle final s:age thruste:
before SC separation. Further positioning manoeuvres arc performed by SPT caicuii:ced
switchings with telemetry sessions. Orbit positioning is provided by the operation of one or
two thrusters simultaneousl\. East-West sationkceeping is pro\ ded by periodical sw itchings of
the corresponding direction thruster.

3 PS controi is carried out by the Power Processing Unit (PPU) \hich provides receixing and
performance of control command. change of on-board \oltage into the values required for PS
components operation. discharge current stabilization, keeping the thruster inlet pressure.
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)During sa'ting and operat;,n the status of PS components i> e'.aluated according PPLsensors In case o: parame:e:s distance from the required Iiues Ihe softwarc switches off:

automa !i, :he ;.,i component, switches to the redundant component and forms the
report req:-:.ie for anzmg the malfunction reasons. In case o: thruster switching offprematurel\ because of some reasons the software provides generation of the required starting
commands. Flight operation has confirmed the correctness of these operational algorithm:
when some SC thrusters were spontaneously switching off they were provided automaticallywith repeat starting in the shortest possible time.

PS control and monitoring are provided by the on-board computer, it makes it possible to
simplify PPU. to reduce its mass, to increase its reliabilit\. Regarding this, control flexibility
possibility to change the thruster operational algorithm by the software correction are also
provided.

If it is necessarn. PS ma% he controlled without use of the on-board computer. In this case
tiruster starting, operation control and switching off are provided by the on-ground controlcenter.

B\ September 1995 total operating time of all SPT on "KOSMOS" and "LOUTCH" SC hadbeen about 3500 hours at a total mission life 45 years. One thruster maximum operating timehad been 353 hours. SPT- O0 maximum continuous operating time on SC had been 240 hours.

After "GALS" i'iuich on tihe 20 l of .anuar\ 1994 the new staie of SPT application was.
started. For th!:e , :imc in Russia not on!\ East-West stationkeeping but also North-Southstationkeeping are performed for this SC. For the first time in the world SPT are used inNorth-South stationkeeping and thosc thrusters are more efficient than chemical propellantt;rusters. On the 13th of October 1994 "EXPRESS" SC \\as in.ic.ed into geostationarv orbit:ncinec! propulsion subsystem with SPT is uscd for both Easi-\Vst and North-Southa tionkeeping

The main specifications of "GALS" and "EXPRESS' PS on the base of new thruster SPT-100 are:

- total impulse - 750 kN.,>.
- Irust of a thruster -' 3 mN (at th beginning of th orbita' lif ) and no 'lss than 70 mN (t

the end of the ranocu\ri life:i
- lifetime - no less than 14I0 h
- power consumption - no more than 135 ) \\ 

I'S consists of two prIpeollan stOrage as>. ibies. propellant mana,ement assembly andfour thruster units (two thruster in each).

" ' hilto' .1 tl .2/ 'I'*,! t Il u ' t ;*'t' ';; ' ,,' il t :uqe: dirc tion . i,.n. ith the dci;": d::ei r ns i. m.. :.: . on is taken into
c: oult at thr te: unit in :: ! i tc l -ust: used to N ,\c: -So stationkeepine are: :ed :n Ith p lne that is i.: . dictS t. SC ,,n it diral :x' \,k . hrusters axes in the: uste: uinit rvr l(ct d ::: l'cae K t, o n. th r. ,'' C ai. n. e> are pau i
m;,en: Sted a North-Sout stati,,nkep,. T :.: ore t i h~. .r to bC sv.::hcd on lor\oh-South stationkeeping i sel.cted \'ith ,c:-d to th. required change of SC velocityI i :..I
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S increment in the East-West direction. That allows to reduce operating time of the thruster

used for East-West stationkeeping.

I "GALS" and "EXPRESS" SC were developed with regard to the possibilit\ of their long-
term off-line operation. Control and monitoring are provided by the on-board softw are.

If the redundant elements are faulty, there is a call of the on-ground control complex. If

basic elements are faulty, the transmission to the redundant elements is taking place

automatically. In this case all the parameters taken in the moment of transmission are fixing in

the memory of the on-board computer. During the next session with SC these parameters

might be taken by the on-ground control complex for further analysis.

I Managing of "GALS" and "EXPRESS" SC is performed from the Control Center which is

situated on the territory of NPO PM.

The first thruster switch for orbit positioning was followed by twice checking switches of

each thruster on each from 2 cathodes; those checking switches took place in accordance with

the special program and all need parameters were fixed. Checking switches have confirmed the

serviceability of all thrusters and their cathodes.

The orbit control propulsion subsystems of "GALS" and "EXPRESS" SC had the following

S tasks:
- SC positioning after orbit deployment in both planned positions: North-South and West-

East;
- keeping in the planned position with the need accuracy in the direction "East-West" and

"North-South";
- transmission of "GALS" SC from one operational position into the other.

* During SC design and development the following variants of making orbital manoeuvres

were foreseen:
-single thrusters switches according the commands from on-ground control complex

without on-board computer.
- single thrusters switches with on-board computer and software. In this case the additional

prior information is putting on the board including the number of the switched thruster and

the cathode number, time, duration. For thruster operation one command is enough; all next

operations on switch, parameters control and thruster switch off are provided by on-board

software.
- many-time thrusters switches within long period of time according the information loaded

into on-board computer from Control Center.

- the orbital manoeuvres performance in off-line mode. In this mode the correction

parameters calculation, the thruster chose, its switch on and off are provided by the complex

of on-board software.

All these variants are proved during flight operation of "GALS" and "EXPRESS" SC.

One of the most important factors taken into consideration during "GALS" and

"EXPRESS" SC construction development is interaction between thrusters working flows and

construction elements.

3 On the previous SC like "KOSMOS" and "LOUTCH" SPT were located only on one axes

along the vector of orbital velocity and it occurred possible to have free from the construction

hemispheres for the thrusters flows.
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Because of force interactior bet' wen :hrusters flows and e.o:<::uction elements. solar arra\
panels mainly, large on \a!ue disurbances takes place during SPT operation which shall be
compensated b\ the attitude control thrus:ers. Preset calcuLt;,on ;- of dis.:-rbances w as done on
Turbo-Design methods, developed in Moscow Aviation Insti;'re under the head of professor-
M.P.Burgasov. During "GALS" and "EXPRESS" SC flight operation with TM-information
from the AOCS devices the real disturbances measurements have being taken during SPT
operation. The taken values on fixed position of solar array panels relativelk plasma flow are
compared with the calculated. Thus, the accommodation factors are defined, which then can
be used for both: the forecast of disturbances expected values on "GALS" and "EXPRESS"
SC during other position of solar arrays and also for design calculations for SC under
development. The SPT switching on duration for North-South stationkeeping has been
chosen. taking into account the possibility of decreasing of disturbances and propellant
economy in attitude control propulsion subsystem.

Besides disturbances which occur as interaction between SPT flows and SC construction
relatively the solar array panels, the value of effective thrust. acting on SC. can be changed.
The attitude control thrusters thrust acts on the value of effective thrust: the attitude control
thrusters are switched on in order to compensate disturbances during SPT operation. The
calculated dependences of effective thrust changes during operation of each North-South
stationkeeping thruster depending on angle position of solar arra\ panels are created and
taken into account during the definition of ballistic parameters.

In the process of "GALS" and "EXPRESS" SC flight operation the statistical data
concerning the value of SPT flows influence on solar arrays parameters. Solar arrays
characteristics taken on those SC are compared with the characteristics of analogue panels.
taken from the other satellites missions without SPT flows influence produced during the SPT
operation.

One of the important factors why the propulsion subsystem with SPT is applied in the
spacecrafts is electrical compatibilit\ with the other subsystems. Before SPT flight operation in
"GALS" satellite there was large captive test. In the captive test were taken both SPT and PPl."
with the power supply from on-board power supply subsystem. As the result the special filters
have been selected, which guarantee the decreasing of noise level which may occur in the
electrical circuits during SPT work. The decreasing values are considered to be tolerable when
the other equipment works.

Within manufacturer tests of propulsion subsystem in "GALS" SC there were noise in the
information lines of the other on-board subsystems, and there was also noise in the
information lines of control units of propulsion subsystems: as the result the additional
arrangements are to he settled.

During the mission of ' GALS :nd "EXPRESS" SC there vc;c .,omc rIemark du rine SPT
operation. In the initial stage of Vwork with "GALS" satellite during cathodes preparation it
was marked that there \\ere the automatic shifts from or, cathode to another one. The
discrepanc\ was eliminated after modificaiOl'o of lit hsoftwa!' \ adding of time del;\ in ithe
cyclogram o! commands output. A thrustcrs switching on ;: the second cathodcs after thelong work at the firsi cathodes it \was noticed the increasing of period of thruster starting time
on separate thrusters. The arrangement was made to switch on the thrusters periodicall
during corrections at the second cathodcs iust to "train" thenm in one of the thrusters there
was the decreasing of thrust level.
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B -ne b~einning of September 1995 tot.: operating time of nie thrus:e'., : GA.LS anm
EXPRESS' SC had been 1220 hours. One thruster maximum ope-atin.!,e t:mc had been
200 hours. One thruster maximum continuous operating time had been 72 hours

In order to approve the other constructive decisions except SPT application developed b\
OKB "Fakel". NPO PM is planing to perform the flight qualification test of SPT T-100 in one
of the 'erial satellites: the thruster was developed by Scientific-Research Institute o- Heat
Processes. Upon the results of flight tests there will be a decision to be accepted about the
possibilit\ to use it on the SC of new generation.

In August 1995 NPO PM signed the contract with EUTELSAT organization on joint
manufacturing of "SESAT" satellite with French Company "Alcatel". The satellite is to be
launched in the beginning of 1998. On the new SC for orbital manoeuvres the propulsion
subsystem will be applied, developed on the base of working elements of "GALS" and
"EXPRESS" SC. However, taking into account the experience of the operation of propulsion
subsystems with SPT on SC developed by NPO PM it is supposed to modif\ the structure of
propulsion subsystem, power processing unit and also algorithm of control.

The perspective of use of the propulsion subsystems with SPT on satellites with North-
South stationkeeping is assured.
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